
We can treat this as a little
show that’s there with its own
brochure and everything. The
rest, all this other stuff I’m
talking about is peripheral to
that. It’s just there.

I always tell people that Vera
Gartley was my first teacher. And
she still is.

That’s what I want to clarify.
This little show with five works
along one wall with an audio
player and your writing would
be a part of the entire
exhibition.

If you know Vera, you have to be
prepared to have your
conversations with her taped.

It won’t be encapsulated space-

wise, but it will be
encapsulated idea-wise.

She doesn’t like to miss
anything. Even those things that
you imagine she would not like.

And then across from it would be
“Vera Gartley”.
I think of Vera as a believer.
That’s one of the reasons that I
am so delighted by her sign
works.

It’s almost like two shows in
the gallery at once. But the
comments that would be in my
piece would have a lot to do
with how people talk about
these. And I’m not sure which
captions I’d use.

I feel protective of Vera — and

I’m not the only one. It’s as if
she represents something very
valuable that is in danger of
being lost if we’re not careful.

You wouldn’t be talking about
me except maybe why I was
interested in these six
paintings. I don’t know.

“MIGHTY VERSATILE” is my
favourite of her signs. I always
pick her name right out of the
middle of it.
O.K.

She will open your eyes. She
doesn’t give up easily either.

Sure.

This is a Stride Gallery brochure written and
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project. These publications provide regular
opportunities for writers and designers to publish
work that furthers critical discourse about
contemporary art. 
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There’s one more thing I have to tell you about
Vera. She’s always afraid that she has lost
something…like her key. But she always has it.

That would suit me.*

Arlene Stamp
1998

*Italicized text taken from transcript of a
conversation I had with Vera on June 25, 1998.
Arlene Stamp first attended the Alberta College

Exhibition Components

Outside Gallery
Window: vinyl text in front of
copied landscape by Vera Gartley,
Kim Ungstad, Diana Sherlock and
“Patch”. Sidewalk: rice paste
landscape.

Main Space
North Wall: the original
landscape and the first five
copies. South Wall: edge-lit
fabricated copies of landscape by
Vera Gartley. East End: rotating
display of incoming “copy” works;
collected incoming digital copies
of landscape; collected actual
copies of landscape; printed
transcripts of conversations
about copying; audio station
playing conversations about
copying; audio station to record
dialogue about the show; and
computer station for on-the-spot
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